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Inspired by Innovation, Connected and Coordinated…
The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute, supported by member firms, private 
sector bodies and the government of Israel, advances business relationships between Israeli 
exporters and overseas businesses and organizations. By providing a wide range of export-
oriented services to Israeli companies and complementary services to the international 
business community, the Institute helps build successful joint ventures, strategic alliances and 
trade partnerships. 

The Israel Export Institute (IEI), represents over 500 exporting companies in the Homeland 
Security arena. Israeli HLS companies offer technologically advanced, field proven products and 
solutions that are among the most innovative anywhere. They are successfully partnering with 
key world players to ensure public safety, protecting air and seaports, borders, government 
installations, financial institutions, recreation centers, public venues and more. The sector 
works with foreign government ministries and their agencies, as well as with industry bodies, to 
promote private industry joint ventures and international partnership.

The Foreign Trade Administration (FTA) at the Israeli Ministry of Economy and Industry manages 
and supports Israel’s international trade and trade policy. From our headquarters in Jerusalem 
together with 50 economic and trade missions in key financial centers throughout the world, 
the FTA promotes Israel’s economy worldwide. 
Israel’s economic and trade missions are at the forefront of the Israeli government’s efforts to 
advance our industries in foreign markets. Our team of highly experienced economic 
representatives provide a wide range of services to Israeli companies and to the international 
business community.

For further Information:
Discover Israel’s Homeland Security & Aerospace Industry with IEI. 

Mr. Tal Siman Tov
Director of HLS, Cyber, Fintech & Aerospace

Tel: +972 3 514 2849
E-mail: talst@export.gov.il

Ms. Shai Efrat
Head of HLS & Aerospace sector 

Tel: +972 3 5142862
E-mail: shaie@export.gov.il

The Economic and Trade Mission to Berlin 
berlin@israeltrade.gov.il
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About the Company

Ateros Empower Field Operations with Tactical SIGINT 
Intelligence  Systems. 

Our target customers are: Law enforcement, Homeland 
security, Intelligence agencies, Prison authorities and Border 
protection. 

Solutions in a Glance

● Ateros Tactical SIGINT leverages ONYX  wireless 

surveillance sensors for Cellular (2-5G), Wi-Fi and 

Bluetooth communication to scan  targets 

communication, identify and locate suspected targets as 

well as intercept or restrict their mobile communications.

These sensors are based on various platforms 

configurations and form factors (fixed, mobile and 

airborne) and can be operated locally, or remotely 

through Command & Control.

● Ateros GeoDome   Command, Control & Analytics (C2A) 

system provides the infrastructure for local, remote, and 

autonomous operations

www.ateros.net

Categories

• SIGINT

• Cellular 
Intelligence

• IMSI Catcher

• ONYX

• GEODOME

• Prison security

• Border Control

ATEROS Systems
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About the Company

Bold’s mission is to empower National Security and Law
enforcement agencies with advanced solutions for decisive action.
Our AI driven Deep Adaptive Intelligence technology offers a 
nuanced, comprehensive understanding of subjects, akin to the 
complex workings of the human brain.

By synthesizing multi-dimensional data with behavioral analysis, 
Bold delivers unparalleled intelligence insights, equipping global 
agencies with the tools to understand and act with unprecedented 
speed and clarity.

Solutions in a Glance

Maestro - Bold’s flagship AI-based investigation analytics solution 
specializes in target and case-level analysis, utilizing data extracted 
from mobile devices for comprehensive digital forensics.

Maestro takes Intelligence-driven investigations to the next level 
by empowering users to pose multi-dimensional questions, 
covering aspects such as time, location, entity, and content. 

Robin - Bold’s APPINT solution uncovers non-publicly available 
information in a non-intrusive manner. Equipped with diverse 
investigation modules, Robin can seamlessly link identifiers to 
individuals, uncover suspicious aliases, unveil hidden connections, 
and facilitate advanced-wide investigations. 

Condor- Condor Bold’s Blockchain Intelligence platform, 
connecting cryptocurrency wallets to real-world identities by 
harnessing data from diverse sources to provide deep entity 
analysis.

Osprey –Bold’s WEBINT solution rapidly gathers vast amount of 
content from a wide array of sources, empowering users to 
efficiently conduct investigations on individuals, groups, topics, 
and geographical areas.

www.boldintel.comBold

Categories

Security Intelligence Solutions

• Big Data Analytics

• Decision-making 
Investigation Platform

• Open-Source Intelligence

For Governmental Security 
Intelligence organizations and 
LEA

• National Security / National 
Intelligence

• Law Enforcement Agencies 
e.g. Anti-Terror Units, Police 
Criminal Investigation

• Military Intelligence

• Financial Agencies e.g. 
Revenue Authority
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About the Company

BriefCam® is the leading provider of video analytics software 
that enables people, communities, and companies of any size 
to unlock the value of video surveillance content. Delivering 
accurate, flexible, and comprehensive solutions, BriefCam’s 
video analytics platform provides valuable insights for 
accelerating investigations, increasing situational awareness, 
and enhancing operational intelligence for organizations 
ranging from law enforcement and government agencies to 
retail and hospitality businesses, as well as healthcare and 
banking facilities. 

VIDEO SYNOPSIS® technology is a registered trademark of 
BriefCam, Ltd. For more information about BriefCam’s video 
content analytics software, hardware, and architecture 
solutions, visit www.BriefCam.com. 

Solution in a Glance

BriefCam delivers unmatched accuracy and superior 
performance through an innovative and comprehensive 
platform and solution ecosystem. Comprised of three 
solutions, BriefCam enhances decision making based on 
accelerated and productive investigations, optimized real-time 
situational awareness, and visualized operational intelligence: 
The REVIEW solution increases investigation productivity, 
enables cross-camera search and filtering, and accelerates 
incident understanding through precise and quick object 
detection and identification. For real-time decision-making 
and proactive response to unfolding events, the RESPOND 
solution increases situational awareness by triggering alerts 
based on complex object classification and recognition filters. 
Lastly, RESEARCH drives decision-making, operational insights, 
and process optimization, by visualizing video metadata for 
analysis. 

www.briefcam.comBriefCam

Categories

• Advanced Analytics

• Video Analytics

• Investigation 

Technology
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www.elsight.com Elsight 

About the Company

It all began with the launch of Elsight’s Halo in 2020, and since, 
the company has been dedicated to accelerate the adoption of 
drone and other uncrewed technology by enabling “beyond the 
visual line of sight” (BVLOS) missions. Focusing on robust  high-
bandwidth connectivity for successful missions for both drones 
and unmanned systems, Elsight adds cellular communications to 
the traditional technologies used such as satellite and point-to-
point RF communications. 

Elsight's Halo solution combines multiple cellular communication 
links to create a cyber-secured bonded link for always-on, low 
latency connectivity in drones and other unmanned systems 
(UAVs, UGVs). With options for less than a 100 gram card to be 
installed on a drone or as a boxed ground system, the Halo 
provides continuous connectivity for BVLOS flights for many use 
cases, particularly when portable, on-the-fly, instant  surveillance 
is required. 

Today, Elsight’s more than 100 customers – primarily drone 
manufacturers and drone operators – may be found worldwide 
in the law enforcement, military, HLS, public safety, first 
responders, drone delivery, surveillance, inspection, 
construction, utilities, oil & gas, and medical markets. 

Categories

• Aerospace 

• Drones, UAVs, UGVs

• Unmanned systems

• Robotics  

• Telecommunications 

• Military & HLS

Boxed Halo

Halo Card  
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About the Company

IONSEC is a boutique cybersecurity firm founded by veterans of elite 
Israeli military intelligence units and former government Incident 
Response (IR) team leaders. We specialize in providing bespoke 
security solutions and defending organizations worldwide against 
sophisticated cyber threats. Our team has unparalleled experience, 
complemented by a research-driven approach, ensuring cutting-edge 
protection for our clients.

Our operations, which are available 24/7, signify our readiness to 
tackle any cyber challenge. With a legacy rooted in military precision 
and governmental acumen, we provide proactive and resilient security 
measures against the most advanced adversaries.

Under the leadership of CEO Nir Halfon, who is the recipient of the 
prestigious Israeli Defence Prize, IONSEC has emerged as a trusted 
partner in cybersecurity. 

Services in a Glance

Managed Detection and Response (MDR) 

Our MDR service isn't just about management; it's about adopting a 
proactive stance. With real-time monitoring and a hands-on approach, 
we stay ahead of threats, ensuring that your defenses are as dynamic 
as the attackers we face.

Advanced Threat Protection

Our incident response transcends conventional tactics, thanks to our 
team's background in dealing with state-level adversaries. We combine 
our deep APT knowledge and research-driven methodologies to offer 
not just solutions, but strategic superiority in the digital battleground.

Strategic Security Consulting

Remove the mundane and replace with the mission-critical. Our 
consultancy goes beyond compliance to empower your organization 
with the governance necessary to thrive securely in today’s cyber 
ecosystem.

www.ionsec.ioIONSEC

Categories

• Incident Response

• MDR

• Threat Hunt

• Digital Forensics

• Security 

Assessments

• Malware RE & 

Research
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About the Company

The Ring C-UxS effector uniquely and effectively uses GNSS 
manipulation techniques against intrusive drones, replacing the 
need to jam or cyber-hack data links.

Ring is TRL-9, fully operational with hundreds of systems 
installed both as a local tactical solution and as a strategic long-
range C-UxS system. Ring is now operational on battle tanks, 
APCs, navy ships and boats, missile batteries, critical 
infrastructure and more.

Ring has dozens of confirmed combat kills of both aerial and 
maritime threats.

Ring is effective against swarms, multi-direction attacks, dark 
drones, manually piloted drones, 4G/5G drones - without 
complex reverse-engineering of drone protocols, and with no 
whitelists' dependency.

Ring comes with its own C2 interface for both Ring and external 
integrated systems, or provides a JSON based API to integrate 
any existing C2 system, deployed either as a tactical stand-alone 
effector, combined with any detection solution including its own 
internal tactical RF detection , or part of a full strategic long-
range C-UxS suite.

Simple, universally effective, stationary or on the move, light, 
quick to set up, and easily integrated, Ring is a unique C-UxS 
effector with unmatched capabilities.

Regulus Cyber has been developing cutting edge GNSS security 
related technologies, including Ring C-UAS and Pyramid GNSS 
since 2016. Regulus is based in Haifa, Israel, and is an Israeli MoD 
single-source supplier.

In the US, Regulus has partnered with Leonardo DRS and is 
already operating with the US DoD, with initial projects won both 
directly and as G2G.

www.regulus.comRegulus Cyber

Categories

• Defense/Aerospace

• Counter UAS

• Electronic Warfare

• Combat Proven/TRL 9
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This publication is for informational purposes only. While every effort has 
been made to ensure the information is correct, The Israel Export & 

International Cooperation Institute assumes no responsibility for 
damages, financial or otherwise, caused by the information herein.

© March 2024• The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute • 
Production: IEICI Media & Communication Division
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